The ASHRAE Bookstore Offers

Formats to Fit Your Needs

In addition to the classic print and digital PDF options, the ASHRAE Bookstore
offers multiple formats for custom single- and multi-user solutions.
Print + PDF: Make sure your preferred format is at your fingertips; the
classic desk reference in print, plus anytime, anywhere access to the
PDF. Buy together and save.
Redline: Stay on top of standards additions, deletions, and updates in
a fraction of the time. See at a glance exactly what changed to reduce
implementation time and costs.
eBook: Eco- and wallet-conscious, eBooks offer hyperlinked text for
easy cross-reference, and in-page search to locate important technical
information, delivered instantly.

Multi-User Solutions
Multi-User PDF: Small teams are power users, too. Multi-user PDFs
ensure every person in your small firm has access at a deeply reduced
price.
Enterprise: Tame the cost and complexity of document management
and give everyone in your organization access with a custom solution.

See whether a multi-user PDF or Enterprise solution is right for you:
Multi-User PDF

Enterprise

UP TO 9

10+

Documents in PDF Format

a

a

Flexible content package: Buy only the titles you need

a

a

Historical and redline versions included when available

Purchase separately

a

a

a

Number of users

Document change alerts
Free automatic document updates

a

Custom usage reports for compliance and regulatory use

a

Home page dashboard, user list, workflow tools

a

ASHRAE has partnered with Techstreet to provide members and customers with state-of-the-art
web technologies that help you acquire, share and manage technical information.
In partnership with
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ASHRAE
GreenGuide:
Design,
Construction,
and Operation
of Sustainable
Buildings,
Fifth Edition
This guide for green-building and sustainabledesign professionals provides understanding
of high-performance design from an integrated
building systems perspective.
Product Code: 90326
ISBN: 978-1-939200-80-8
$114 (ASHRAE Member $97,
Student Member $68)

ASHRAE Design
Guide for Tall,
Supertall,
and Megatall
Building Systems
This reference for
owners, architects,
and engineers addresses
the challenges of size, location in major urban
areas, and multiple, complex occupancies that
are often design issues for tall buildings.

Geothermal
Heating and
Cooling: Design
of GroundSource Heat
Pump Systems
This revision of an essential
1997 publication offers
best practices in the design and installation
of nonresidential ground-source heat pumps
(GSHP).
Product Code: 90318
ISBN: 978-1-936504-85-5
$128 (ASHRAE Member $109,
Student Member $69)

Load Calculation
Applications
Manual,
Second Edition
This edition presents two
methods for calculating
design cooling loads in a
thorough, applicationsoriented approach that
includes extensive step-by-step examples for
the RTSM.

Product Code: 90132
ISBN: 978-1-936504-97-8
$120 (ASHRAE Member $98)

Product Code (I-P): 90662
ISBN (I-P): 978-1-936504-75-6
$119 (ASHRAE Member $97,
Student Member $49)

Procedures for
Commercial
Building Energy
Audits,
Second Edition

Air-Conditioning
System Design
Manual,
Second Edition

This full-color resource
defines best practices
for energy survey and
analytics for purchasers and providers
of energy audit services.
Product Code: 90450
ISBN: 978-1-936504-09-1
$109 (ASHRAE Member $92)

This application-focused
manual assists entry-level
engineers in the design of
air-conditioning systems.
Product Code: 90338
ISBN: 978-1-933742-13-7
$89 (ASHRAE Member $76,
Student Member $45)

Multiple FORMAT and USER options available. For PUBLICATION DESCRIPTIONS
or to PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT WWW.ASHRAE.ORG/BOOKSTORE
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2017 ASHRAE
Handbook—
Fundamentals
The 2017 ASHRAE
Handbook covers general
engineering information,
basic materials, climate
data, load and energy calculations, duct and
pipe design, and sustainability.
Product Code (I-P): 81170, (SI): 81171
ISBN: (I-P): 978-1-939200-57-0,
ISBN: (SI): 978-1-939200-58-7
$209 (Student Member $49)

The 2016 ASHRAE
Handbook discusses
various systems and
the equipment (components or assemblies)
they comprise, and describes features and
differences.
Product Code (I-P): 81160, (SI): 81161
ISBN (I-P): 978-1-939200-26-6
ISBN (SI): 978-1-939200-27-3
$209 (Student Member $49)

2015 ASHRAE
Handbook—HVAC
Applications

2014 ASHRAE
Handbook—
Refrigeration

The 2015 ASHRAE
Handbook covers a
broad range of facilities
and topics, written to
help engineers design and use equipment
and systems described in other Handbook
volumes.

The 2014 ASHRAE
Handbook includes
information on cooling,
freezing, and storing food;
industrial applications
of refrigeration; and lowtemperature refrigeration.

Product Code (I-P): 81150, (SI): 81151
ISBN (I-P): 978-1-936504-93-0
ISBN (SI): 978-1-936504-94-7
$209 (Student Member $49)

Product Code (I-P): 81140, (SI): 81141
ISBN (I-P): 978-1-936504-71-8
ISBN (SI): 978-1-936504-72-5
$209 (Student Member $49)

ASHRAE Pocket
Guide for Air
Conditioning,
Heating,
Ventilation,
Refrigeration,
Ninth Edition

ASHRAE
Handbook
4-Single Volumes
CD Set with CD
Binder

Available in I-P and SI units,
this ninth edition includes
data from the 2017 ASHRAE
Handbook and from ASHRAE standards
15, 34, 55, 62.1, 62.2 and 90.1.
Product Code: (I-P): 90077, (SI): 90079
ISBN: (I-P): 978-1-939200-82-2,
(SI): 978-1-939200-83-9
$54 (ASHRAE Member $46,
Student Member $23)
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2016 ASHRAE
Handbook—
HVAC Systems
and Equipment

This set includes I-P and SI
versions of all four current ASHRAE Handbook
CDs. Save over $100 compared to buying each
CD separately and receive a binder for storage.
Product Code: B82888
Bundle
$499 (ASHRAE Member $265,
Student Member $149)

Multiple FORMAT and USER options available. For PUBLICATION DESCRIPTIONS
or to PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT WWW.ASHRAE.ORG/BOOKSTORE

Standard 62.1
User’s Manual

Standard 62.2
User’s Manual

This companion to
Standard 62.1-2016
includes tables,
illustrations, and examples
for designing, installing,
and operating systems for
ventilation in buildings.

This companion
guide to ASHRAE’s
residential ventilation
standard provides
detailed information on
requirements, including
tables, illustrations, and
examples.

Product Code: 90160
ISBN: 978-1-939200-56-3
$138 (ASHRAE Member $116)

Standard 90.1
User’s Manual
This practical Manual
helps users of Standard
90.1-2016 understand
requirements and how
to comply with them. It
is compatible with both
I-P and SI editions of
Standard 90.1.
Product Code: 90319
ISBN: 978-1-939200-86-0
$115 (ASHRAE Member $98)

Product Code: 90153
ISBN: 978-1-939200-61-7
$60 (ASHRAE Member $51)

ASHRAE Design
Guide for Air
Terminal Units:
Selection,
Application,
Control, and
Commissioning
This design guide
focuses on current
codes, standards, and design practices
on the selection, application, control, and
commissioning of a common element in all-air
HVAC systems—the air terminal unit.
Product Code: 90571
ISBN: 978-1-939200-78-5
$79 (ASHRAE Member $67)

ASHRAE Design
Guide for
Cleanrooms:
Fundamentals,
Systems, and
Performance
This design guide covers
fundamentals, design
and control systems,
testing, certification, and commissioning, and
is written to be immediately applicable by
designers, builders, owners and operators of
cleanrooms.
Product Code: 90455
ISBN: 978-1-939200-45-7
$135 (ASHRAE Member $115)

ASHRAE
Design Guide
for Dedicated
Outdoor Air
Systems
This book offers the
latest comprehensive
guidance on the design,
installation, and operation
and management of Dedicated Outdoor Air
Systems (DOAS) in nonresidential applications.
Product Code: 90304
ISBN: 978-1-939200-71-6
$79 (ASHRAE Member $67)

Multiple FORMAT and USER options available. For PUBLICATION DESCRIPTIONS
or to PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT WWW.ASHRAE.ORG/BOOKSTORE
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Enterprise

Access a World of Technical Information for Every Member of Your Team
An ASHRAE Enterprise
subscription gives every
member of your team
access to the technical
information you need. The
fully customizable platform,
power by Techstreet, can
meet the needs of firms big
and small.
Get web-based access to ASHRAE and other industry publications using a
state-of-the-art platform, and create a custom digital collection for your public
or private library, government agency, consulting firm, research organization,
university or corporation.

Collections

• ASHRAE Standards and Guidelines
• ASHRAE Handbook
• Datacom Series
• Additional content from ASHRAE and other world-leading standards
authorities: ASTM, ICC, NFPA, ASME, ASSE, IEEE, SMACNA and others

Benefits for your Organization
• Get easy web access for your entire enterprise
• Expand your content coverage with single-copy purchasing
• Easily search for documents and save to your desktop
• Take notes right in the platform and share information with peers
• Get automatic document updates
• Add relevant industry content from hundreds of publishers and more
Request a Quote Today
1-800-699-9277 (US and Canada), 1-734-780-8000 (International)
Techstreet.subscriptions@clarivate.com

In partnership with
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Fundamentals
of HVAC Control
Systems
This ASHRAE best
seller, available in I-P
or SI units, provides a
thorough introduction
and a practical guide
to the principles and
characteristics of HVAC controls.
Product Code (I-P): 90551
ISBN (I-P): 978-1-933742-92-2
$130 (ASHRAE Member $111)

Fundamentals of
HVAC Systems
This thorough introduction
on how HVAC systems
control temperature, air
quality and air circulation
in a conditioned space is
ideal for recent engineering
graduates.
Product Code (I-P): 90448
ISBN (I-P): 978-0-123724-97-7
$130 (ASHRAE Member $111)

Earn PDHs or CEUs with Self-Directed Learning
Fundamentals
of Chilled-Water
Systems Design

Fundamentals
of Refrigeration,
Second Edition

A self-directed learning
manual that focuses
on optimizing the design
and control of chilledwater plants to minimize
life-cycle costs.

Earn PDHs or CEUs
with this self-directed
learning course book,
which addresses comfort
cooling, commercial
refrigeration, and
industrial refrigeration

Product Code (I-P): 98014, (SI): 98016
ISBN (I-P): 978-1-939200-66-2,
(SI): 978-1-939200-68-6
$150 (ASHRAE Member $128)

Fundamentals of
Psychrometrics,
Second Edition
Earn PDHs or CEUs with
this self-directed learning
course book, available
in I-P and SI units, which
addresses the use of
psychrometrics for typical
applications and systems.
Product Code (I-P): 98048
ISBN (I-P): 978-1-939200-10-5
$150 (ASHRAE Member $128)

Product Code (I-P): 98044
ISBN (I-P): 978-1-933742-71-7
$150 (ASHRAE Member $128)

Fundamentals
of Water System
Design, Second
Edition
Earn PDHs or CEUs with
this self-directed learning
course book, which covers
hydronic system operation
and design.
Product Code (I-P): 98020
ISBN (I-P): 978-1-936504-66-4
$150 (ASHRAE Member $128)

Multiple FORMAT and USER options available. For PUBLICATION DESCRIPTIONS
or to PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT WWW.ASHRAE.ORG/BOOKSTORE
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Datacom Series
Thermal Guidelines
for Data Processing
Environments,
Fourth Edition

Best Practices for
Datacom Facility
Energy Efficiency,
Second Edition

This guide provides
equipment manufacturers
and facility operations
staff with a common set of
guidelines for the design and construction of
their respective equipment or facility.

This book covers many
aspects of datacom facility
energy efficiency, and
includes chapters on
environmental criteria,
mechanical equipment and systems, and more.

Product Code: 90557
ISBN: 978-1-939200-02-0
$59 (ASHRAE Member $50)

Product Code: 90447
ISBN: 978-1-933742-47-2
$59 (ASHRAE Member $50)

Particulate
and Gaseous
Contamination
in Datacom
Environments,
Second Edition

IT Equipment
Design Impact
on Data Center
Solutions

This book identifies
datacom equipment
susceptibility and operational impact, as
well as strategies for prevention, control,
contamination testing, and analysis.
Product Code: 90568
ISBN: 978-1-936504-78-7
$59 (ASHRAE Member $50)

Design
Considerations
for Datacom
Equipment
Centers,
Second Edition
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This book gives facility
operators the knowledge
to select the equipment
and design best suited to
the modern and evolving
data center.
Product Code: 90462
ISBN: 978-1-939200-19-8
$59 (ASHRAE Member $50)

High-Density
Data Centers–
Case Studies and
Best Practices

This book covers design
criteria, HVAC loads,
cooling systems, air
distribution, liquid cooling and other basics
for datacom facility design.

This book provides a
series of case studies of
high density data centers
and a range of ventilation
schemes that demonstrate
how loads can be cooled using different
approaches.

Product Code: 90445
ISBN: 978-1-933742-48-9
$59 (ASHRAE Member $50)

Product Code: 90441
ISBN: 978-1-933742-32-8
$59 (ASHRAE Member $50)

Multiple FORMAT and USER options available. For PUBLICATION DESCRIPTIONS
or to PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT WWW.ASHRAE.ORG/BOOKSTORE

IT Equipment
Power Trends,
Third Edition
This book offers guidance
for future IT equipment
deployments by providing
projections, categorized
into application workload
types, and annual growth
rates through 2025.
Product Code: 90454
ISBN: 978-1-93200-91-4
$59 (ASHRAE Member $50)

PUE™:
A Comprehensive
Examination of
the Metric
This book provides a high
level of understanding of
the concepts surrounding
power usage effectiveness
(PUE) for those
implementing, reporting,
and analyzing data center metrics.
Product Code: 90282
ISBN: 978-1-936504-60-2
$59 (ASHRAE Member $50)

Green Tips for
Data Centers
This reference seeks
to identify building
mechanical and electrical
systems that offer the
most promising energy
saving opportunities.
Product Code: 90554
ISBN: 978-1-933742-95-3
$59 (ASHRAE Member $50)

Server Efficiency–
Metrics for
Computer Servers
and Storage
This book consolidates
information on current
server and storage
subsystem energy
benchmarks.
Product Code: 90457
ISBN: 978-1-936504-91-6
$59 (ASHRAE Member $50)

The Datacom Series, authored by ASHRAE Technical Committee 9.9, Mission
Critical Facilities, Data Centers, Technology Spaces and Electronic Equipment,
provides a comprehensive treatment of data center cooling and related subjects.

Other Titles in the Datacom Series:
• Liquid Cooling Guidelines for Datacom Equipment Centers, Second Edition
• Structural and Vibration Guidelines for Datacom Equipment Centers
• Real-Time Energy Consumption Measurements in Data Centers

Multiple FORMAT and USER options available. For PUBLICATION DESCRIPTIONS
or to PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT WWW.ASHRAE.ORG/BOOKSTORE
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HVAC Design
Manual for
Hospitals and
Clinics,
Second Edition

UFAD Guide and
O&M Guide Set

This new edition provides
recommendations based
on best practices from
consulting and hospital engineers for the
design, construction, and operation of health
care facilities.

The UFAD guide, bundled
with the new Operations
and Maintenance (O&M)
reference, provides
essential information on
the design of underfloor
air distribution (UFAD)
systems that are energy
efficient, intelligently
operated, and effective.

Product Code: 90550
ISBN: 978-1-936504-39-8
$129 (ASHRAE Member $109)

Product Code: B90452
Bundle
$109 (ASHRAE Member $94)

ASHRAE
Laboratory
Design Guide:
Planning and
Operation of
Laboratory HVAC
Systems, Second
Edition

HVAC Simplified

This guide is a reference for planning, design,
and operation of laboratory HVAC systems to
reduce their energy footprint, ensure safety,
and protect the integrity of experiments.

Product Code: 90439
ISBN: 978-1-931862-97-4
$79 (ASHRAE Member $67,
Student Member $29)

This text provides
fundamental HVAC
concepts and how to
extend these principles to
create efficient building
systems and provide
comfortable and healthy
environments.

Product Code: 90558
ISBN 978-1-936504-98-5
$117 (ASHRAE Member $99)

Humidity
Control
Design
Guide for
Commercial
and
Institutional Buildings

ASHRAE Guide
for Buildings
in Hot and
Humid
Climates,
Second
Edition

This guide provides HVAC designers with
complete coverage of humidity control from
basic principles to real-world design advice,
organized in a logical, easy-to-follow layout.

This reference provides information on
building enclosures, dehumidification,
sustainability, mold avoidance, energy
reduction, and much more.

Product Code: 90421
ISBN: 978-1-88341-3982
$169 (ASHRAE Member $144)

Product Code: 90442
ISBN: 978-1-933742-43-4
$116 (ASHRAE Member $99)

Multiple FORMAT and USER options available. For PUBLICATION DESCRIPTIONS
or to PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT WWW.ASHRAE.ORG/BOOKSTORE
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Indoor Air
Quality Guide:
Best Practices
for Design,
Construction and
Commissioning
This publication provides
guidance for professionals
concerned with IAQ. ASHRAE is currently
offering a free download of this publication at
www.ashrae.org/freeiaqguidance.

Principles
of Heating,
Ventilating and
Air Conditioning,
Eighth Edition
This textbook contains
current ASHRAE
procedures and
easy-to-understand
treatment of building HVAC systems, from
basic principles through design and operation.

Product Code: 90408
ISBN: 978-1-933742-59-5
$25 (ASHRAE Member $21)

Product Code: 90567
ISBN: 978-939200-1-73-0
$105 ($89 ASHRAE Member,
$68 Student Member)

Standard 52.2-2017

Standard 100-2015

Method of
Testing General
Ventilation AirCleaning Devices
for Removal
Efficiency by
Particle Size
Standard 52.2 establishes a method of
laboratory testing to measure the performance
of general ventilation air-cleaning devices in
removing particles of specific diameters.

Energy Efficiency
in Existing
Buildings
Standard 100 provides
descriptions of the
processes and procedures
for the retrofit of existing
buildings in order to achieve greater measured
energy efficiency.
Product Code: 86298
$72 (ASHRAE Member $61)

Product Code: 86178
$93 (ASHRAE Member $78)

Handbook of
Smoke Control
Engineering

ASHRAE Duct
Fitting Database
6.00.05

This reference, now
with AtriumCalc Smoke
Control Calculator,
incorporates the latest
research and current
engineering approaches
to provide guidance in smoke control practice.

Annual subscription to
this database includes
cloud-based access to loss
coefficient tables for more
than 200 round, rectangular and flat oval duct
fittings.

Product Code: 90286
ISBN: 978-1-936504-24-4
$129 (ASHRAE Member $109,
Student Member $59)
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Product Code: D-94607
$116 (ASHRAE Member $99)

Multiple FORMAT and USER options available. For PUBLICATION DESCRIPTIONS
or to PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT WWW.ASHRAE.ORG/BOOKSTORE

Practical Guide
to Seismic
Restraint,
Second Edition
This illustrated second
edition shows how to
design, specify, and
install seismic restraints
for all mechanical and plumbing systems in
buildings to meet code requirements.
Product Code: 90316
ISBN: 978-1-936504-18-3
$74 (ASHRAE Member $63)

Standard 214-2017

Standard for
Determining
and Expressing
Building Energy
Performance in a
Rating Program
This noncommercial
consensus standard provides uniformity in
the building energy labeling and disclosure
process.
Product Code: 86605
$64 (ASHRAE Member $54)

International
Weather
for Energy
Calculations,
Version 2.0
This DVD contains
“typical” weather files, suitable for use with
building energy simulation programs, for 3,012
locations outside the United States
and Canada.
Product Code: 94051
ISBN: 978-1-936504-20-6
$229 (ASHRAE Member $199)

Understanding
Psychrometrics,
Third Edition
This lifetime reference
manual and basic
refresher course provides
a four- to six-hour
psychrometrics learning
module to students,
designers, meteorologists,
and others.
Product Code: 90167
ISBN: 978-1-936504-31-2
$99 (ASHRAE Member $84,
Student Member $45)

Standard 189.3-2017

Design,
Construction,
and Operation
of Sustainable
HighPerformance
Health Care
Facilities

Standard 189.3 uses Standard 189.1 as a basis
to address the sustainability of health care
facilities.
Product Code: 86634
$79 (ASHRAE Member $69)

Weather
Data Viewer,
Version 6.0
This DVD provides
comprehensive climate
data for the 8,118
locations listed in the
2017 ASHRAE Handbook—Fundamentals, plus
added display and output options.
Product Code: 94067
ISBN: 978-1-9392000-64-8
$130 (ASHRAE Member $110)

Multiple FORMAT and USER options available. For PUBLICATION DESCRIPTIONS
or to PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT WWW.ASHRAE.ORG/BOOKSTORE
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STANDARD 15-2016

Safety
Standard for
Refrigeration
Systems
STANDARD 34-2016

Designation
and Safety
Classification of
Refrigerants

Product Code: 86020
$116 (ASHRAE Member $99)

STANDARD 62.1-2016

Ventilation
for Acceptable
Indoor Air Quality
ASHRAE’s primary
standard for IAQ, which
has a revised scope for
2016, specifies minimum
ventilation rates for buildings and minimize
adverse health effects.
Product Code: 86255
$99 (ASHRAE Member $84,
Student Price $42)

STANDARD 90.1-2016

Energy Standard
for Buildings
Except LowRise Residential
Buildings
Standard 90.1 offers
detailed minimum energyefficient requirements for the design and
construction of new buildings.
Product Code (I-P): 86274; (SI): 86276
$140 (ASHRAE Member $119,
Student Member $59)
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STANDARD 55-2017

Thermal
Environmental
Condition
for Human
Occupancy
Standard 55 specifies
condition for acceptable
thermal environments and is intended for use
in design, operation, and commissioning of
building and other occupied spaces.
Product Code: 86181
$105 (ASHRAE Member $89)

STANDARD 62.2-2016

Ventilation
and Acceptable
Indoor Air Quality
in Residential
Buildings
The 2016 edition makes
two major changes to scope by including
unvented space heaters as a potential
contaminant source and by expanding
“covered dwellings” to include all multifamily
dwelling units.
Product Code: 86198
$69 (ASHRAE Member $59)

STANDARD 90.4-2016

Energy Standard
for Data Centers
Standard 90.4 establishes
the minimum energy
efficiency requirements
of data centers for
design, construction,
and operation and
maintenance.
Product Code: 86277
$105 (ASHRAE Member $89)

Multiple FORMAT and USER options available. For PUBLICATION DESCRIPTIONS
or to PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT WWW.ASHRAE.ORG/BOOKSTORE

STANDARD 100-2015

Energy Efficiency
in Existing
Buildings
Standard 100 provides
detailed descriptions
of the processes and
procedures for the retrofit
of existing residential
and commercial buildings in order to achieve
greater measured energy efficiency.
Product Code: 86298
$79 (ASHRAE Member $67)

STANDARD 170-2017

Ventilation of
Health Care
Facilities

Standard 170 offers
guidance, regulation, and
mandates to designers
of health care facilities.
The revised 2017 edition
incorporates 12 addenda to the 2013 version.

STANDARD 135-2016

BACnet®-A Data
Communication
Protocol
for Building
Automation and
Control Networks
Standard 135 has
been designed specifically to meet the
communication needs of building automation
and control systems.
Product Code: D-86451
$90 (ASHRAE Member $76)

STANDARD 188-2015

Legionellosis:
Risk Management
for Building Water
Systems
ASHRAE Standard 188
establishes minimum
legionellosis risk
management requirements for building water
systems.

Product Code: 86529
$79 (ASHRAE Member $67)

Product Code: 86603
$69 (ASHRAE Member $59)

STANDARD 202-2013

GUIDELINE 0-2013

Standard 202-2013
describes how to plan,
conduct, and document
this vital part of a successful project.

Guideline 0 presents
best practices for
applying whole-building
commissioning to
facilities. The processes
included apply to all phases of new
construction and renovation projects.

Commissioning
Process for
Buildings and
Systems

Product Code: 86628
$79 (ASHRAE Member $67)

The
Commissioning
Process

Product Code: 86821
$79 (ASHRAE Member $67)

Multiple FORMAT and USER options available. For PUBLICATION DESCRIPTIONS
or to PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT WWW.ASHRAE.ORG/BOOKSTORE
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